
Daniel J. Moore 

XXXXX XXXXXXXXX 

XXXXXXXXXX, VA XXXXX-XXXX 

August 28, 2018 

 

Commonwealth of Virginia 

Department of Taxation 

Tavondra Lemons, Error Resolver 

Office of Customer Services 

Error Resolution, Individual 

P.O. Box 1255 

Richmond, VA 23218-1255                                                        Sent Certified Mail #: 7015 0640 0006 5441 7714 

 

Re: Correspondence ID: 54001092 

 

Thank you for your correspondence dated 8/20/18 which was received on 8/18/18 requesting missing information, a 

copy of which is enclosed. This request was made in regard to a 2017 Individual Income Tax Return received by the De-

partment on April 13, 2018, of which there was no missing information. The return in question was completed in full 

along with the applicable, attested to, Form 4852’s (two in total) and signed by both my wife and myself. To speak of 

“missing” information is to infer that we were in some fashion, negligent in submitting the forms and information in the 

manner that we did. 

 

As I take our legal and financial matters very seriously, I can assure you that our 2017 Form 760 was complete, accurate 

and truthful as sworn to by both of our signatures, declared under penalty of law. As you can see from a cursory look the 

enclosed copy of our 2017 Form 1040, all the supporting evidence is there to validate our VA Form 760 filing in the man-

ner that you question.  

 

Therefore, knowing full well that the return in question is complete, accurate and without missing information, your ex-

pediency is expected in resolving this non-issue, processing our VA Form 760 using the attached Form 4852’s as submit-

ted and returning to us our rightful property in the same manner that the Internal Revenue Service did back on 5/25/18, 

only seven weeks after receiving our Form 1040. A copy of that check is also enclosed to further evidence our proper 

filing.  If not for my telephone call to the Virginia Department of Taxation on 8/14/18 when I spoke with Candice (last 

name not given), this letter alleging missing information would not have been generated. Seeing how you felt that just 

two weeks was ample time for me to reply, I request you be considerate and act in a similar fashion. 

 

For clarification, while this correspondence was only addressed to me, it involves two persons as it is a joint filing that is 

in question. That is why I have used words such as “we” and “our” throughout this letter. Therefore, we kindly thank you 

in advance for immediately moving forward in processing our return as this lengthy delay has been unwarranted and 

your request has been amicably met by us.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Daniel J. Moore 

 

 

Enclosures: copy of Correspondence ID: 54001092; copy 2017 Form 1040 (2 pages); copy 2017 Federal Refund check 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 


